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Oligometastatic Disease – Clinical Concept 

Ryan and colleagues, Eur Urol, 2019



• Coined by Hellman and Weichselbaum (JCO, 1995) 

• Implicit in this concept: 

- potentially a less aggressive disease course;

- unique subset of patients might benefit (in terms of disease 
progression and/ or OS) from aggressive localized therapies; 

- have unique biologic characteristics which would differentiate its 
disease course; 

- have unique clinical and molecular characteristics allowing for a 
therapeutic window of treatment with multimodal therapy; 

- limited to specific organs and in limited numbers . 

• Benefit of surgical and ablative mastectomy for lesions to lung, liver, brain

Oligometastatic Disease – Biological Concept



development are necessary for detection of prognostic

markers and potential therapeutic targets with potential
clinical applications.

Examination of biological processes implicated in the

different stages of metastases development leads to an
important conclusion: if the most prominent hallmark of

cancer growth—sustained proliferation [29 ]—is critical for

the development of primary tumors and advanced coloni-

zation (Fig. 2a, h), all intermediate steps of metastases
development are based on the processes not directly related

to the regulation of tumor growth. Rather, they involve

multiple interactions of metastatic cells with microenvi-
ronment either through direct heterotypic cell–cell and

cell–ECM contacts (as in steps 2b–2f) or formation of

Fig. 1 Pathways of oligo-and
polymetastases development.
Two hypotheses of
Oligometastastic Disease:
Hypothesis 1 Oligometastases
and Polymetastases may be
distinct metastasis phenotypes
determined by dissemination of
clonal populations with
differing metastatic potential.
Hypothesis 2 Metastasis may be
a continuum of phenotypes
identified early
(oligometastases) or late
(polymetastases) in the
progression of disease

Fig. 2 Multiple steps of metastases development and role of micro-
RNA in their regulation. Sequential steps of metastases development
are presented based on the current reviews [25, 26 , 28 , 51]. Note that
final selection of metastatic clones can lead to the formation of radio/
chemoresistant secondary tumors, as was described elsewhere [33],

presumably due to selection against cytotoxic factors of host
microenvironment (see g–h). Boxes below diagram represent major
functions involved in each step, while boxes above illustrate some
micro-RNAs involved in the regulation of each step (see text for
explanations and references)
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Biology: could change based on tumour or host characteristics, local and systemic treatments 

Weischelbaum et al; 2014
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Rationale for Treating Primary in the Metastatic Setting
CLINICAL 
• Retrospective and Level I (RT) data suggest possible improvements in survival
• Local symptomatic progression may be reduced-rare
• Lethal cancer clones may be left in situ following systemic therapy-unknown
• Cytoreductive surgery and radiotherapy is safe in well-selected patients-probably true

BIOLOGICAL (unknown in HSPC M1 setting)
• May alter secondary polymetastases wave from primary or oligometastases
• May alter immunomodulatory responses or growth factors/cytokines
• Metastases may heterogenous: 

• genomics (somatic/germline),
• immune surveillance, 
• AR signaling
• TME



Parker et al; Lancet, October 21, 2018
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MRC CTU at UCL

Bone Scanning and The Threshold Effect of Disease Burden 
(Pre-specified/cf. CT scans)

The Bone Scan is PREDICTIVE of Response to Radiotherapy to the Primary Site When the Bone 
Metastasis Number is 4 or Less (LN and Bone mets both have OS effect from radiotherapy)

courtesy of Adnan Ali and Noel Clarke

Progress report – Docetaxel and 
Abiraterone disease burden analysis 

Hoyle A, Clarke NW 
Medical Research Council - University Central 

London  
Christie NHS Foundation trust 

5/12/17 

FastMan / GU Group



Would future patients benefit from modern imaging including 
PSMA, wbMRI , NAF or PET-Choline ?

- Bone scan (+ CT scan) is PREDICTIVE in this study & available in almost all countries

- Novel/Modern imaging is unlikely to change the overall result of the study given the profound HR for 
low volume disease- might it fine-tune the patients who would benefit ?

- more sensitive scans could decrease the proportion of patients amenable to local 
RT plus systemic therapy

- European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) Imaging Group 
- clinical algorithms and trials needed to integrate modern imaging methods into the care pathway 

to identify oligometastatic disease (Lecouvet et al. Lancet Oncology; 2018)

Does The Imaging Really Matter ?

Pasoglou, 2016;
Bubendorf, 2000



PROSTATE RADIOTHERAPY FOR METASTATIC HORMONE-SENSITIVE
PROSTATE CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS 

Prospectively planned before results before any trial results known
Led by MRC Clinical Trials Unit at UCL in collaboration with STAMPEDE and HORRAD investigators

2126 men, 90% of men randomised to RT + ADT vs ADT; S Burdett et al.,  Eur Urol. 2019 Jul;76(1):115-124

There was 7% improvement in 3-yr survival in men with 
fewer than five bone metastases.



If SOC+RT, which RT schedule will be administered?

Metastatic burden (CHAARTED volume classification)

Subgroup

Overall

55 Gy / 20f / 4 weeks

36 Gy / 6f / 6 weeks

High burden

Low burden

Dths/N

SOC-only

212/546

179/480

252/565

116/408

Dths/N

SOC+RT

188/532

182/497

257/552

90/409

p-value

Interaction

0.27

0.0098

(95% CI)

Haz. Ratio

0.92 (0.80, 1.06)

0.86 (0.71, 1.05)

1.01 (0.82, 1.25)

1.07 (0.90, 1.28)

0.68 (0.52, 0.90)

Favours:        SOC+RT  SOC-only
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.2 1.4

SOC vs SOC+RT 

Does The Radiotherapy Dose and Volume Matter ? 

Prostate Alone Prostate + PELVIS 
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Bowel Bladder

RTOG
Toxicity

Benefit 
for T3/T4 ?

• Controversy regarding whole pelvis RT
- may be a biological issue for immune responses with non-irradiated nodes needed for maximum IO effects

• Longer term follow-up required for late toxicity and RT benefit on obstruction and QOL in T3 and T4 disease



Future Role of Metastasis-Directed Therapy in 
Oligometastatic Prostate Cancer ? 
• Multiple retrospective studies suggesting that metastasis-directed therapy may be efficacious

• STOMP (Randomised Phase II) has started to validate the role for metastasis-directed therapy 

- 62 patients with biochemical recurrence after definitive therapy 

with fewer than three extracranial metastatic lesions were randomly assigned 

to surveillance or metastasis-directed therapy (either SBRT or surgery) 

- median ADT- free survival for surveillance was 13 months compared 

with 21 months for the metastasis-directed therapy arm (HR 0.60) 

• Gomez et al; Lancet Oncology; 2016, Local consolidative therapy; with or without maintenance therapy; 

three or fewer metastases from NSCLC; OS Benefit 
• Palma et al: Lancet 2019; Ablate all (max 5) metastases, primary controlled; OS benefit 
• On- going phase III clinical trials, including CORE and PCX IX, will provide overall survival data 

for metastasis-directed therapy. 

Ost et al; JCO, 2017



SURGERY VERSUS RADIOTHERAPY ?

• Retrospective reviews (e.g. three from the U.S. SEER database and one from Munich Cancer registry) 
suggest mCSPC with N+ disease may benefit from best systemic therapy plus radical prostatectomy.

-The 5 and 10 year overall survival rate in German cohort was 84% and 64%
respectively following RP + SOC systemic therapy; without RP it was 60% 
and 28% respectively.(Engel et al., Eur Urol 2012). 

• Prostate surgery is being tested in feasibility anddRCT trials: g-RAMMP trial (NCT02454543), SWOG 
1802 and TROMBONE feasibility study is completed in the UK.

- If positive, these trials would start to inform a trial between surgery and 
radiotherapy in terms of efficacy and QOL. 

- It would also start to inform whether local glandular RT, versus removal of the 
prostate entirely, is the basis of the biology behind the clinical observation. 



Trial Schema for Oligometastatic comparison (Arm M) in STAMPEDE 

 

Patients eligible for STAMPEDE 

ARM M 
SOC: ADT ± 

chemotherapy + local RT 
+ SABR to 

oligometastatic sites 
 

N=900 
 

M1: Polymetastatic disease or 
no local therapy planned 

Eligible for other comparisons 

M0 patients (40%) 
Eligible for other comparisons 

Confirmed oligometastatic disease 

and local treatment planned 

Informed consent and 

randomisation, N=1800 

ARM A 
SOC: ADT ± 

chemotherapy + 
local RT 

 
N=900 

 

Surgery Sub-Trial 

(randomisation between 
SoC and SoC + SABR) 

N=770 

 

Surgery planned 

(30%) 
RT planned 

(70%) 

M1 patients (60%) 
Baseline imaging using CT and 

bone scan 

• Trial powered on the established SOC: 
Local RT+ Systemic Treatment

Final outcome = Overall Survival
Target HR = 0.75
Target  for  Radiotherapy Treated  = 1800 
patients (6 years recruitment, 2  years 
FU)

-sub-stratify 1-3 vs 4-5 mets and pelvic 
lymph node radiotherapy

STAMPEDE M: Primary RT +/- SABRE 
(and development of a Surgery Sub-trial)

Courtesy of Noel Clarke 
and Stampede



Figure 5. Enrichment of genomic alterations between disease states
A. Enrichment of genomic alterations in tumors from patients with metastatic CRPC versus 
locoregional disease. The level of enrichment is represented as difference in frequency 
between the two indicated classes (x-axis) and its significance (p-value, y-axis). The type of 
alteration is represented by color (homdel = homozygous deletion; amp = amplification; mut 
= mutation). B. Enrichment of genomic alterations in tumors from patients with metastatic 
CRPC versus metastatic non-castrate disease. C. Enrichment of genomic alterations in 
tumors from patients with metastatic non-castrate disease versus locoregional disease. D. 
Frequencies of alterations in select genes across disease states in the MSK-IMPACT dataset. 
P-values are represented (Fisher’s exact test).
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Do We Know The Biological State of the M1 HSPC Disease We Are Treating ?

Paucity of data on the genomic and immune cell
heterogeneity within untreated primary and 
metastases in N1 and M1 disease 

-MOVEMBER Gap6 project
-Combi-Mets Study-Chris Hovens
(Pan-Prostate Cancer Genomics Group)



Primary Tissues- Localised High Risk 
Primary Tissues- mCSPC/mCrpc
Metastatic Samples-lymph nodes 
and bone mets)

 

Supplementary Figure 9 | Differentially methylated probes in BRCA2-
mutant 
Heatmap of 7,445 significantly (q-value < 0.05, |log2 β-FC| > 0.1) differentially methylated 
probes between BRCA2-mutant (n = 10) and sporadic PCa (n = 100) specimens. Red 
represents β-values closer to 0 (unmethylated) and blue represents β-values closer to 1 
(methylated). Probes (columns) were sorted by chromosome location and cytoband. Specimens 
(rows) were sorted based on BRCA2 genotype and the sum of β-value in increasing order. 
Gleason scores are shown for each specimen. 
  

 

Supplementary Figure 7 | Genomic rearrangements in BRCA2-mutant and 
sporadic PCa 
Circos plots illustrating translocation and inversion events in BRCA2-mutant PCa (left) and 
sporadic PCa from men 50 years of age and younger (center) and men older than 50 years of 
age (right). The percentage of specimens the event was observed in is represented by the 
colour and thickness of the lines. Light red < 2%, dark red > 25%. 
  

TxNxM1 Disease at MANCHESTER MDTs

PIMO to label hypoxic cells

NEW GENOMIC Data 

Untreated bone mets
Untreated lymph node mets
ctDNA for genetic instability

Initial
Treatment

Treatment for
Resistance

2nd Treatment for
Resistance

Intra- and Inter-patient Sampling

HYPROGEN: TME heterogeneity 
and resistance signals

OCTOBER 2019 with Oing, Gillessen, Clarke

mpMRI and PSMA



DNA breaks &
Micronuclei

Radiotherapy Elicits an 
Immune Response



Some Conclusions

LEVEL 1 Evidence 
• RT should be added to SOC systemic therapy in newly-diagnosed M1 (low) prostate cancer 

- consider similar treatment for patients with N1 disease (retrospective data and this trial results 
with extrapolation)

-SOC: ADT plus docetaxol or ABI - awaiting PEACE-1 
- RT is a treatment that is effective for OS and relatively inexpensive (if prostate RT alone)
- RT is well-tolerated even with 36Gy/6: important concept for increasing ageing population with 

co-morbidities 

• Surgical trials ongoing to determine if removal of prostate gives similar result:
- appears to be well tolerated 
- important to continue these trials as will validate approach 
- if similar OS effect not observed, supports that the translational biology rests solely with RT

It’s not yet about choice; 
hopefully soon it will be about biology 



Some Speculations 

• Future trials should answer questions regarding roles for: 
• different RT and surgical volumes (pelvic lymph modes?)
• surgery versus radiotherapy
• modern imaging
• germline changing systemic therapies (including immunotherapy) 
• increased efficacy of ablative therapies and heterogeneity in responses 

• More information required regarding the biology:
• do HS metastases have altered microenvironments 
• immunolandscape- prior to and during therapy  
• missing information on genetics of mCSPC for nodal and bone metastases


